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Executive Summary 

This document presents the evaluation results of the first release of scenario 8.1 [2]. For 
each use case pertaining to the scenario, relevant innovations involved are evaluated and an 
overall evaluation following the S-CUBE methodology is provided, according to the 
methodology specified in [1]. The evaluation follows a qualitative evaluation and focuses on 
the upstream phases of the 4CaaSt life cycle (Develop, Market and Contract). 

Please note that the evaluation refers to the scenario’s prototype first release, which is 
described in [3]. Other 4CaaSt services (Database, Application Servers and the Network 
APIs) will be integrated in the scenario once available.  

The main findings of the evaluation are: 

 Blueprinting easies the description of products and services although some 
improvements are required in metering and monitoring information. 

 The 4CaaSt marketplace provides appropriate mechanisms to trade digital services. 
Some of its features, like Business Resolution and Service Selection, are highly 
appreciated, whereas some concerns are raised about its usability. 

 Integration of native and immigrant technologies can be easily achieved by means of 
blueprinting and cookbook scripts. The corresponding components can then be traded in 
the 4CaaSt marketplace and be used to build different applications. 

 Automatic deployment is partially achieved but some improvements are still needed to 
make the process more reliable and flexible as well as avoiding any manual operations. 

 Some monitoring probes were implemented and tested but they are still not fully 
integrated in the 4CaaSt platform. 

This evaluation will guide the evolution of the 4CaaSt platform and of the proyotype itself. 
Next releases of the prototype should incorporate additional features, among which: 

 Fully automated deployment of the Taxi Application and its components. 

 Fully automated resolution supporting additional parameters. 

 Integration of additional technologies, in particular Network Enablers as SMS messaging. 

 Support for accounting, charging and settlement. 

 Price model simulations to facilitat service provider in finding optimal prices. 

 Social enhancements in the 4CaaSt marketplace. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Purpose and scope 

This document describes in detail the evaluation of the first release of the eMarketPlace for 
SMEs scenario according to a set of criteria defined in [1].  

1.2. Document structure 

The document structure is as follows: 

 After this introductory section an evaluation overview chapter lists the features addressed 
by each scenario 1 use case and points to the section where each feature is evaluated.  

 The following chapter describes the evaluation results according to the methodology and 
criteria explained in [1]. 

 Chapter 4 summarises the main evaluation results for each of the Business Goals 
identified in [2]. 

 The final chapter summarises the main conclusions of this document. 
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2. Evaluation Overview 

This section presents an overview of the evaluation results of the first release of the scenario 
8.1 use cases (see [2]), relating each of the use cases to the 4CaaSt features it addresses 
(see [5]).  

For each of these features a pointer to the relevant section in this document where 
evaluation details can be found is provided. Note only the features evaluated in this release 
are listed. Next version of this document will provide evaluation results for all the features 
covered by scenario 8.1. 

2.1. UC.8-1.001: Offer new service 

Feature Id Feature Name Evaluation 

F#WP2.01 Support the design of a 
cloud enabled solution 

Develop Phase – Blueprinting (3.2.1) 

F#WP2.02 Empower cloud Developers 4CaaSt Native and Immigrant components evaluation 
(3.1) 

F#WP2.05 Cloud Offering 
Orchestration 

Develop Phase – Blueprinting (3.2.1) 

F#WP3.01 Product Definition Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  (3.2.2) 

F#WP3.09 Product Resolution Contract Phase – Service contracting process (3.2.3) 

F#WP3.10 Product Specification Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  (3.2.2) 

F#WP3.11 Product Customization Contract Phase – Service contracting process (3.2.3) 

F#WP3.21 User Management Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  (3.2.2) 

F#WP3.22 Business Management Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  (3.2.2) 

F#WP6.05 Location Context Provider Develop Phase –  Integration of Native Technologies 
(3.1.1), Develop Phase – Blueprinting (3.2.1) 

F#WP6.06 Context Manager Develop Phase –  Integration of Native Technologies 
(3.1.1), Develop Phase – Blueprinting (3.2.1) 

F#WP6.07 Context Consumer API Develop Phase –  Integration of Native Technologies 
(3.1.1), Develop Phase – Blueprinting (3.2.1) 

F#WP7.05 Support for multiple, 
different Context 
Provisioning Systems 

Develop Phase –  Integration of Immigrant Technologies 
(3.1.2), Develop Phase –  Integration of Native 
Technologies (3.1.1), Develop Phase – Blueprinting 
(3.2.1) 

F#WP7.06 Abstraction from the 
Context Provisioning 
Systems 

Develop Phase –  Integration of Immigrant Technologies 
(3.1.2), Develop Phase –  Integration of Native 
Technologies (3.1.1), Develop Phase – Blueprinting 
(3.2.1) 

F#WP7.07 Encapsulation and Reuse 
of Higher Level Domain-
specific Functionality 

Develop Phase –  Integration of Immigrant Technologies 
(3.1.2), Develop Phase –  Integration of Native 
Technologies (3.1.1) 
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F#WP7.16 Built on standards  Develop Phase –  Integration of Immigrant Technologies 
(3.1.2), Develop Phase – Blueprinting (3.2.1) 

2.2. UC.8-1.002: Contract service 

Feature Id Feature Name Evaluation 

F#WP2.04 Resolution of Service 
Requirements 

Contract Phase – Service contracting process (3.2.3) 

F#WP3.02 Product Search Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2) 

F#WP3.09 Product Resolution Contract Phase – Service contracting process (3.2.3) 

F#WP3.11 Product Customization Contract Phase – Service contracting process (3.2.3) 

F#WP3.21 User Management Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2) 

F#WP5.01 PIC Administration Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP5.02 Monitoring infrastructure: 
Set up and configure 
probes 

Monitoring set-up (3.2.4.3) 

F#WP7.10 Right Sized and 
Incremental Application 
Server Platform 

Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP7.11 Application Server 
Deployment Features 

Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

2.3. UC.8-1.003: Rating and Charging 

This use case is related to the Run phase of 4CaaSt process and has not yet been fully evaluated 

Feature Id Feature Name Evaluation 

F#WP3.17 Pricing & Charging Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2), Contract Phase – Service contracting process 
(3.2.3) 

F#WP7.18 Monitoring capabilities 
(solution specific) 

Monitoring set-up (3.2.4.3). 

2.4. UC.8-1.004: Revenue sharing 

This use case is related to the Run phase of 4CaaSt process and has not yet been fully evaluated 

Feature Id Feature Name Evaluation 

F#WP3.17 Pricing & Charging Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2), Contract Phase – Service contracting process 
(3.2.3) 
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2.5. UC.8-1.005: Service Specification 

Feature Id Feature Name Evaluation 

F#WP3.01 Product Definition Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2) 

F#WP3.10 Product Specification Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2) 

F#WP3.21 User Management Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2) 

F#WP3.22 Business Management  Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2) 

2.6. UC.8-1.006: Publish Service 

Feature Id Feature Name Evaluation 

F#WP3.01 Product Definition Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2) 

F#WP3.10 Product Specification Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2) 

F#WP3.21 User Management Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2) 

2.7. UC.8-1.007: Deploy Service (and operate Service).  

Feature Id Feature Name Evaluation 

F#WP3.15 Delivery Support Contract Phase – Service contracting process (3.2.3) 

F#WP4.01 Deployment of applications 
over a platform 

Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP4.03 PaaS API Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP4.04 IaaS Aggregated API Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP4.05 REC Creation & Virtual 
Machine Template (or base 
virtual appliance) 

Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP4.06 OVF Extensions (required) Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP4.07 Improved network 
configuration for 
applications 

Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP5.01 PIC Administration Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP5.02 Monitoring infrastructure: 
Set up and configure 
probes 

Monitoring set-up (3.2.4.3) 

F#WP6.05 Location Context Provider Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 
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F#WP6.06 Context Manager Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP6.07 Context Consumer API Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP7.05 Support for multiple, 
different Context 
Provisioning Systems 

Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP7.06 Abstraction from the 
Context Provisioning 
Systems 

Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP7.07 Encapsulation and Reuse 
of Higher Level Domain-
specific Functionality 

Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP7.10 Right Sized and 
Incremental Application 
Server Platform 

Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

F#WP7.11 Application Server 
Deployment Features 

Deployment/provisioning of services (3.2.4.2) 

2.8. UC.8-1.008: Rate Service 

This use case is related to the Run phase of 4CaaSt process and has not yet been fully evaluated 

Feature Id Feature Name Evaluation 

F#WP3.17 Pricing & Charging Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2), Contract Phase – Service contracting process 
(3.2.3) 

F#WP7.18 Monitoring capabilities 
(solution specific) 

Monitoring set-up (3.2.4.3). 

2.9. UC.8-1.009: Distribute revenue shares 

This use case is related to the Run phase of 4CaaSt process and has not yet been fully evaluated 

Feature Id Feature Name Evaluation 

F#WP3.17 Pricing & Charging Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  
(3.2.2), Contract Phase – Service contracting process 
(3.2.3) 
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3. Evaluation Results 

This section presents scenario 1 use cases evaluation results. For each use case, key 
innovations are evaluated according to the frameworks specified in [1]; an overall evaluation 
following guidelines described in [1] is then provided. 

 

3.1. 4CaaSt Native and Immigrant components 
evaluation 

3.1.1. Develop Phase –  Integration of Native Technologies 

3.1.1.1. Context as a Service integration 

The CaaS component has been integrated into the CIF component (3.1.2.3) and, therefore, 
no additional specific integration tasks have been performed. Nevertheless the integration of 
the CaaS into the CIF component will be evaluated in this document. 

The evaluation setup comprises the CIF component integrating the CaaS Enabler as an 
embedded functionality and not as a component to be modified on per-service basis. The 
results of this integration have shown that the CIF is able to retrieve and provide context 
information on behalf of CMS to its (CIF’s) clients. 

3.1.2. Develop Phase – Integration of Immigrant Technologies 

3.1.2.1. Orchestra 

Results of questionnaire / experiences 

In order to be integrated to 4CaaSt the following enhancements have been achieved on 
Orchestra: 

 REST API and activity extension support 

 Support of multi-tenant 

 Development of Chef Scripts 

 Probe provisioning 

Overview on results 

Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++, +++ 

Learnability Capability of the service to 
enable the user to learn 
how to apply/use it 

Easiness of the Chef cookbooks and 
recipes specification process. 

+  

Thanks to the Chef script cookbook 
structure defined in WP4. 

Easiness of the custom meters and KPI 
specification process. 

Not available. KPIs will be defined in 
Blueprints in next release. 
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Easiness of implementing monitoring 
probes  

+  

For this release, probes were defined 
through the JASMINe Probe facilities. It 
was easy but will be replaced by 
cookbooks in the next version in order to 
be integrated in the deployment process 
and to be independent of the monitoring 
source 

Effectiveness Accuracy and 
completeness with which 
users achieve specified 
goals 

Accuracy and completeness of the 
Chef cookbooks and recipes that you 
specified with respect to the target 
technology. 

+  

All required functions were available 

Accuracy and completeness of the 
custom meters and KPI that you 
defined with respect to the target 
technology. 

+ 

Indicators for Tomcat and Orchestra were 
available as required 

Efficiency of use Resources spent in 
relation to the accuracy 
and completeness with 
which users achieve their 
goals 

Effort put in specifying Chef 
cookbooks and recipes. 

+  

Effort quite important the first time due to 
the training period about Chef usage. 
Once Chef is known, the development of 
cookbooks is quite efficient. 

Effort put in defining custom meters 
and KPI. 

Not available. KPIs will be defined in 
blueprints in next release. 

Effort put in implementing monitoring 
probes 

++  

Thanks to the JASMINe Probe monitoring 
source developed in WP5, defining 
monitoring probes has been done quite 
efficiently. In next version this will be 
achieved through cookbooks but should 
not be more complex 
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Effort put in adapting the technology in 
order to make it available in 4CaaSt 
(besides blueprint and Chef cookbooks 
and recipes specifications and custom 
meters and KPI definition).  

+  

Adapting Orchestra to 4CaaSt PaaS 
usage was quite a big effort, implementing 
multi-tenancy support and REST 
interfaces. 

Table 1: OW2 Orchestra Integration Evaluation 

3.1.2.2. JOnAS 

JOnAS was enhanced with a REST management API, chef scripts and multitenancy support.  

 REST management API: a new JOnAS profiles called ‘JOnAS REST agent’ was 
developed for hosting the management services (provisioning, deployment, and control). 
The challenge lies in the REST API definition task in order to follow the REST best 
practises.   

 Chef scripts: That is the main integration point with the 4CaaST platform. JOnAS Bull 
team didn’t have any experience on Chef before so a training period was needed. Once 
skilled, the development was quite easy, thanks to the script structure and entry point 
definition done in WP4.  

 Multitenancy support: this feature was the more complex one as there is no standard yet. 
The goal is to support multitenancy at the AS level, i.e. sharing the same instance of the 
application server between multiple users. After having built a prototype to identify the 
locks to rise, the development took place. A lot of time was spent to discuss about the 
design during the development phase to adapt the previous JOnAS architecture in order 
to support sharing. A first version is now available in the last 5.3 release. Several demos 
were done during 4CaaSt General Assembly to get feedback from partners.   

Overview on results 

Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++, +++ 

Learnability Capability of the service to 
enable the user to learn 
how to apply/use it 

Easiness of the Chef cookbooks and 
recipes specification process. 

+ 

Thanks to the Chef script cookbook 
structure defined in WP4. 

Easiness of the custom meters and KPI 
specification process. 

Not available. KPIs will be defined in 
Blueprints in next release. 

Effectiveness Accuracy and 
completeness with which 
users achieve specified 
goals 

Accuracy and completeness of the 
Chef cookbooks and recipes that you 
specified with respect to the target 
technology. 

+ 

All the required services were available 
either on the REST management API or 
through the JMX native interface.   
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Accuracy and completeness of the 
custom meters and KPI that you 
defined with respect to the target 
technology. 

Not evaluated for JOnAS (only for Tomcat 
and Orchestra) in this experimentation 

Efficiency of use Resources spent in 
relation to the accuracy 
and completeness with 
which users achieve their 
goals 

Effort put in specifying Chef 
cookbooks and recipes. 

+ 

Effort quite important the first time due to 
the training period about Chef usage. 
Once Chef is known, the development of 
cookbooks is quite efficient.  

Effort put in defining custom meters 
and KPI. 

Not available. KPIs will be defined in 
Blueprints in next release. 

Effort put in implementing monitoring 
probes 

JOnAS was not monitored in this 
experimentation. 

Effort put in adapting the technology in 
order to make it available in 4CaaSt 
(besides blueprint and Chef cookbooks 
and recipes specifications and custom 
meters and KPI definition). 

+ 

A lot of effort was put to specify and 
develop multitenancy into JOnAS and to 
support sharing between different users. 
The result is quite satisfying and fits well 
with the ISV requirements for SaaS. 

Table 2: JOnAS Integration Evaluation 

3.1.2.3. Context Integration Framework  

The Context Integration Framework (CIF) was manually integrated in release 1 of the 
scenario 8.1 prototype. Therefore, neither the cookbooks nor the monitoring probes for the 
CIF could be evaluated.  

The CIF processes (BPEL processes) are called by the TaxiServiceProvider Process directly 
(point to point communication). Depending on the context provisioning system the CIF 
processes are contacting the corresponding context provisioning system (CaaS or Google 
Maps Web Services) via the corresponding adapters (REST2SOAP adapters). 

3.2. 4CaaSt platform processes evaluation 

3.2.1. Develop Phase – Blueprinting 

As described in the 4CaaSt Whitepaper [4] blueprinting is one of the core elements of 
4CaaSt and used to describe solutions with their requirements towards technical 
components that are also described with component blueprints. This section describes the 
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experiences when creating the different blueprints for the application (software and service) 
and components.  

3.2.1.1. Taxi Application Blueprints 

As the Taxi Application Blueprints were based on the initial version of the blueprint language 
there where several revision cycles including feedback to WP2 required. 

The following table provides an overview of the evaluation results. 

Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++, +++ 

Learnability Capability of the service to enable the 
user to learn how to apply/use it 

++ 

As the blueprint model has 
been provided as XSD 
schema it was easy to be 
understood and used. 

Effectiveness Accuracy and completeness with which 
users achieve specified goals 

0 

Several revision and 
extension cycles of the 
blueprint XSD schema where 
required. 

Efficiency of use Resources spent in relation to the 
accuracy and completeness with which 
users achieve their goals 

0 

As we used the initial version 
of the blueprint language the 
effort includes provision of 
suggestions for required 
extension, clarification and 
discussions.  

Table 3: Evaluation of Taxi Application Blueprints 

3.2.1.2. Context aaS blueprint  

Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++, +++ 
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Learnability Capability of the service to enable the 
user to learn how to apply/use it 

How easy it was to grasp 
the blueprint model with 
respect to your needs? 

+  

It was very easy to prepare 
the service blueprint due to 
the CaaS Enabler simplicity 
and its ability to work as 
always run for any service or 
application. Nevertheless 
some additional features 
such as monitoring and 
charging are still to be 
handled and evaluated in 
further version of the 
blueprint and its integration 
into the experimentation. 

For what aspects did you 
need support to 
understand them fully?  

0  

It is not easy to understand 
how to treat multitenancy for 
a service, which is not 
multitenant itself but requires 
some multitenant-like 
provisioning per 
service/application or per 
customer. 

What aspects did you fail 
to understand?  

-  

It is difficult to understand 
how to integrate the offering 
section and consequently 
charging for an always on 
and running Service 
Enablers, which are used by 
different many applications 
and customers in a pull (on 
request) and push 
(subscription) modes; 
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Effectiveness Accuracy and completeness with which 
users achieve specified goals 

Did you achieve to 
describe all the relevant 
elements of the application 
or technology? 

+  

All required functionality has 
been achieved based on the 
designed blueprint and 
deployed as the service. 

What aspects of blueprint 
should be added or 
improved to allow a 
complete description of the 
application or technology?  

None for the moment. 

Efficiency of use Resources spent in relation to the 
accuracy and completeness with which 
users achieve their goals 

How straightforward was 
the mapping from the 
relevant elements of the 
application or technology 
to the blueprint model 
artifacts?  

+  

Very short time, couple of 
hours for understanding what 
is where and what to leave 
and customize in the 
blueprint template. 

What aspects of blueprint 
should be added or 
improved to make this 
mapping more 
straightforward?  

+  

Availability of a blueprint 
compositor and validator. 

Table 4: Evaluation of Context aaS Blueprint 

3.2.1.3. JOnAS/Orchestra Blueprint 

JOnAS team started the JOnAS’s blueprint creation by copying/pasting the Tomcat one 
(provided as a sample). And then the team created the one for JOnAS/Orchestra. The 
blueprints were very close and thus the operation was quite easy. Indeed the offering section 
was almost the only change as a BPEL engine was expected in this scenario and not a 
servlet container. 

As the blueprint content is rather small, a basic text editor was used to edit the file.  

A specific editor would have been appreciated, at least to handle the id format and ensure its 
uniqueness.  

Overview on results 

Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++, +++ 
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Learnability Capability of the service to enable the 
user to learn how to apply/use it 

0 

The documentation is quite 
good and the samples do 
help to the understanding. 
However a specific editor 
would be appreciated.  

Effectiveness Accuracy and completeness with which 
users achieve specified goals 

+ 

The offering concept enables 
to expose only one service 
per blueprint. So for a given 
product which provides a set 
of services, several 
blueprints should be written 
(one per provided service) 
what may be seen as 
inefficient but  likely clearer. 

Efficiency of use Resources expended in relation to the 
accuracy and completeness with which 
users achieve their goals 

+ 

The JOnAS/Orchestra 
blueprint is very simple and 
lightweight. However a 
specific editor would be 
appreciated to help to the ids 
management. 

Table 5: Evaluation framework for blueprinting (JOnAS/Orchestra) 

3.2.1.4. Context Integration Framework Blueprint 

Results of questionnaire / experiences 

The experiences are summarized in the following table: 

Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++, +++ 

Learnability Capability of the service to enable the 
user to learn how to apply/use it 

++ 

Blueprints could be created 
easily and intuitively without 
required learnability effort. 

Effectiveness Accuracy and completeness with which 
users achieve specified goals 

+ 

The extension mechanism of 
the blueprint template has 
been sufficient to integrate 
the monitoring and metering 
information, but the schema 
for the metering as well as 
the monitoring information 
had to be extended. 

Efficiency of use Resources spent in relation to the 
accuracy and completeness with which 
users achieve their goals 

0 

Reporting of bugs and 
clarification was required. 

Table 6: Evaluation of Context Integration Framework Blueprint  
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3.2.2. Market Phase -- Marketplace integration process  

3.2.2.1. Evaluation setup  

In order evaluate the market phase, a video have been recorded and seven qualitative, semi-
structured expert interviews were performed.  

The interviewed experts were characterized by having a good overview of the area under 
investigation and came from both research and industry. They had the following 
positions/roles: (1.) Senior Manager Business Development in an internationally networked 
outsourcing services provider. (2.) Senior Researcher at a large software company, (3.) 
Software developer at an independent software provider (4.) Lecturer at an University of 
Applied Sciences, (5.) Database Architect and Developer at small consulting company (6.) 
Software developer at a multinational data networking and telecommunications equipment 
company and (7.) Professional Services Consultant at a cloud service provider.  

The evaluand, the object of evaluation, is the 4CaaSt marketplace. More precisely, the 
process allowing a service provider to publish a service into the 4CaaSt marketplace is 
evaluated. Since the 4CaaSt marketplace is complex system, a video has been recorded and 
is used to introduce the 4CaaSt marketplace to the experts in a short time. The Video with 
the title “4CaaSt - Leveraging the Cloud Marketplace - Service Provider” can be seen on 
Youtube under: http://youtu.be/pRTF_rUurEs.  

The first experimentation cycle of 4CaaSt follows a qualitative research approach by means 
of expert interviews. The answers given by the experts are presented in the sections below, 
categorized by the innovations of the 4CaaSt marketplace as well as the evaluation against 
quality attributes chosen from the S-Cube Model. The interview guidelines addressing these 
aspects are documented in the “Report on Experimentation - Experimentation Guidelines” 
[1]. 

Note: As the marketplace integration is independent from the deployed scenario the 
evaluation of the marketplace features is basically the same for all scenarios and therefore 
repeated in D8.1.5 and D8.3.5. Also the videos used for the evaluation are the same and are 
based on the records management application used by scenario 8.3. However, from the 
marketplace perspective, the handling of the Taxi and the Records Management applications 
is very similar so the evaluation results can be applied to both scenarios. 

3.2.2.2. Evaluation of the 4CaaSt marketplace innovations 

Note some of the innovations evaluated in this section were not available in release 1 of the 
4CaaSt prototype (namely Socially enhanced market analysis and Price Model Design and 
Simulation), but they have been evaluated to get early feedback on their usefulness and 
guide future evolution of the 4CaaSt marketplace. 

3.2.2.2.1. Innovation: Socially enhanced market analysis (SEMA) 

This part of the evaluation takes a look forward at innovations that are thought to be 
profitable for service providers. SEMA is not implemented yet, however is considered for 
implementation in the third year of the 4CaaSt project. The purpose of this evaluation is to 
check if the experts actually share SAP’s and HSG’s opinion on SEMA. 

According to the experts’ unanimous opinion, before offering an application, analyzing “the 
potential of that application I think is important”. More precisely, the value proposition of the 
SEMA is that “right away the application developer that is launching the application within a 
4CaaSt marketplace can get some kind of idea [of the market potential of a product and to 
see] if there’s any rival products out there”. One expert mentioned that there might develop a 
“trend to use social[ly] enhanced market analysis because there you get the information [i.e. 
the market potential] without much effort”. The main advantage is thought of as that “you see 
what people like for particular service, what they dislike for particular purposes”.  Social data 
can be used for “getting requirements or hitting the right spot of the customer”. One expert 
mentioned that “it’s really relevant that the service provider is able to communicate with a lot 
of consumers because if he…just developing a service and the service  is published to a 

http://youtu.be/pRTF_rUurEs
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closed infrastructure and has no opportunity to get in contact or get a feedback from a 
customer he or she is not able to improve its product. So for me the major advantage is really 
to have a direct communication a direct feedback from the consumer”. The experts believe 
that that information is unique to social data and cannot be obtained elsewhere. 

As a most prominent requirement for SEMA, the quality of the analysis results “probably […] 
depends on the quality of the data base being captured”. Further requirements for SEMA 
include the “[sufficient] size of the market place“, i.e. “that the marketplace is well 
established”, so the quality and accuracy of the data is sufficient. Also, the SEMA’s has to be 
able to automatically capture the “broad variety of different opinions on services” and the 
large number of different purposes of the SEMA. Also, some incentive is needed for the 
agents operating on the marketplace to provide the social data for analysis. One expert 
mentioned that SEMA was “useful for me but it would be only useful for me if the actual end-
user or the consumer is able to interact with the provider”. Another expert mentioned that “it 
would be very helpful to analyze not only the closed market [i.e. the participants on the 
4CaaSt marketplace] because this is an extremely small part of the community”, but to also 
employ social data originating from platforms outside 4CaaSt. Finally an expert mentioned 
that the quality of the current text analysis algorithms was not high enough to enable SEMA. 

A problem caused by SEMA and the collection of social data it requires is that “certainly […] 
in any case of there’s such a large amount of users and there’s lots of data being stored then 
[…] that data would be susceptible to miss use by spammers for example”. More 
fundamentally, the experts consider it a problem that the social data is used for an 
application (i.e. SEMA) outside the domain of applications it was generated in (i.e. social 
tools for communicating on the marketplace). This creates problems with privacy and 
security, especially in 4CaaSt’s case, where innovative businesses may be reluctant to share 
any data outside their organization. Also, “there might be some conflicts of interests“, e.g. 
which service providers don’t want to see any negative comments about their products. 
However, this particular expert is “quite optimistic that there are ways to overcome that 
[conflict of interest]”, since other marketplaces already found solutions for similar problems. 
Finally, the success of SEMA “probably depends on the culture of the region in which we 
deploy the socially enhanced methodology, so I would mention that for example in the US 
region it’s easier to  deploy because there are people in the US are more social in relation to 
for example German market. [...] [In] Germany people are more reluctant concerning social 
enhancement and giving a private or personal data in business environments”. 

3.2.2.2.2. Innovation: Service Market Place (SMP) 

All experts believe that SMP will foster the emergence of innovative applications on the 
marketplace. The main advantage of the SMP is that “there’s certainly something that is far 
more efficient [than manual service composition] and can optimize service use of this to sort 
of composed together and provide it [i.e. a composite service] as one service”. One expert 
mentioned that “for me as a software developer you can focus on the feature on the 
application and your service and you don’t have to consider any resource issues regarding 
the database”. 

Preconditions required for SMP include a “uniform formal description” of price models, which 
is already realized by the 4CaaSt WP3 Price Editor. The respective expert thinks that “it 
naturally becomes difficult to provide automatic support even if you have a scheme […]; you 
need some knowledge about what this scheme actually means to support it. You cannot do 
that on the formal basis only”. Beyond, using SMP will only pay off once the number of 
service offerings on the market is large enough. Another “precondition [for the SMP to be 
feasible] should be the security involved in that given use of data base”. 

The great majority of the experts independently named the variety of different services as the 
one limitation of the SMP in practice (exemplary quote): “there’re so many different services 
out there and so many complexities involved and sort of bringing those together is one 
service I think any user would probably appreciate that sometimes some of the requirements 
will remain unresolved”. Another expert put: “not underestimate the complexity so even if you 
have nice idea how to combine services the details […] could be difficult and if you can 
support all these features by automatic services that is not clear for me”. Referring to his 
experience with semantics and taxonomies, the expert mentioned: “I don’t believe in the 
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general validity of taxonomies. […] If you develop a taxonomy and if you go to another 
community they will tell you that it does not fit, and since you have such a broad variety and 
you [as the provider of SMP] aim at broad variety of different services you will have the same 
[problem]. So you develop a taxonomy and you can only do it very high level, then it does not 
really help, or the more details you give it the more contextual it becomes and you go to 
another community in which the taxonomy is no longer valid”. 

3.2.2.2.3. Innovation: Price Aggregator (PA) 

The experts consider the Price Aggregator useful “certainly for comparison purposes”, so 
transparency is increased, “the providers would be accurate to be able to compare different 
things”, and “actually then to sort of break that sort of composite cost” of third-party services. 
For the experts, the “biggest importance is that you don’t have to think about the pricing 
strategies”. The feature is thought of “very advantageous from that point of view for 
[composite service cost] to be normalized and presented and a in a competitive way”. PA is 
thought to increase the competitiveness of the service provider using it. 

One requirement for PA to be feasible is the sufficient accuracy and standardization of price 
models. Also, one expert was doubtful about how to handle different currencies. 

According to the experts, the limitations of the PA are the heterogeneity and complexity of 
different price models, e.g. “productive models” and “pay as you go systems”. 

3.2.2.2.4. Innovation: Price Model Design and Simulation (PMDS) 

The PMDS is the most popular innovation among the experts. Comments include: “I don’t 
think I could think of any that wouldn’t find it attractive”. The service provider “will be able to 
choose from different pricing models”. One expert mentioned that particularly small 
companies can profit from PMDS for two reasons: 

- Small companies don’t have access to a sufficient amount of market data. 

- Big companies often follow the market shaping approach, i.e. they don’t analyze the 

market conditions and adapt their product to them, but rather use their size and influence 

to shape the market conditions such that the product with their own preferred 

characteristics fits the market best. Example for market shaping: Donald Trump once said 

when building his tower, he doesn’t depend on the market. He can build the tower in an 

unattractive location, which will then (as a result) become attractive to other service 

providers. Small estate companies follow the opposite approach of analyzing the market 

and select the most attractive location for their business. 

When PMDS becomes available to a large share of service providers, the experts expect 
interesting long-term developments: 

- the standardization across the complete market will increase, 

- the comparability of service offerings will increase 

- the competitiveness of the market will increase, 

- prices will drop, 

- (as a result) profits will fall – even though the goal of PMDS is to maximize profits. 

More precisely, “prices would probably be dropping down and possible profits I think would 
be dropping down and use of prices will probably become cheaper as it is to all available 
profits because is very easy for service providers to use the system and there’s the 
possibility that the system end up as a victim of its own success and be swamped with 
possible service providers so that the future development ironically actually limiting the 
amount of service providers”. An explanation for this effect may be found in game theory, 
since the PMDS only acts on behalf of one agent with a view of a single point in time. 
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The limitations of PMDS are considered the accuracy of the data available for price model 
optimization, as well as the heterogeneity in purchasing behavior of the individual service 
consumers: “price design and price modeling is still as well a business decision and therefore 
I don’t think that it will be in the end completely autonomous or automatically”. 

As a result, one recommendation from the experts towards future versions of PMDS is to 
include a mechanism that fosters the health of the marketplace as a whole, instead of 
optimizing price models from the perspective of a single service provider, resulting in a 
prisoner’s dilemma. 

3.2.2.3. Evaluation according to S-Cube  

All seven, conducted interviews have been recorded and have been transcribed afterwards. 
However, in the following section we present a summary of all seven interviews per S-Cube 
quality criteria in order to facilitate readability.  
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Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++ 

Effectiveness Accuracy and 
completeness of the 
4CaaSt marketplace 
within the process of 
publishing a service, as 
well as accuracy and 
completeness of the 
Price Model that you 
designed aggregated 
and simulated. 

+ 

Expert one mentioned by using the 4CaaSt 
marketplace service “provider don’t have to think 
about which sources you required so in this 
sense to me is effectiveness”. He added “it’s 
really easy to define my own pricing model so I 
don’t have to care about the pricing model and 
the backend […] so I would say I would give a 
plus regarding effectiveness”. Expert two stated 
“it covers almost everything that I need”, while 
Expert three found that the 4CaaSt marketplace 
“might be quite complicated”. He pointed out, 
that it might be difficult “to define the right price 
model and to find services that really fit your 
requirements.” Expert four mainly highlighted the 
“guided procedures.” “So it’s easy to use and 
easy to implement when you sent the service to 
the market place.” He stated: “from my point of 
view is efficient to publish a service here on the 
platform”. Expert five was impressed by the 
amount of options the price editor and hence, 
the price models offer, while expert six stated the 
following: “I think the completeness is ok from 
that point of view so how much my service will 
cost to the consumer” and requested more 
support for service providers in terms of revenue 
calculation. Expert seven commented: “I think 
definitely it takes higher level user input and 
venture transparent results and enable services 
running.”  

Conclusion: The perception of the effectiveness 
of the 4CaaSt marketplace was absolutely 
positive - even so the marketplace itself was 
perceived as too complicated. 
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Efficiency of 
Use 

Effort and means put 
into the process of 
publishing a service on 
the 4CaaSt 
marketplace. 

+ 

The process of publishing a service on the 
4CaaSt marketplace has been perceived 
positively by all experts. However, almost all 
experts differentiate between the blueprint, 
product and price model definition. Expert one 
stated: “…ok, I have to define my blueprint so 
what my service has required for the resources 
and also the services which are provided by my 
application and what I thought was really easy 
for me to define a price model so regarding the 
efficiency I would say a double plus.” Expert two 
enlarged upon the service description and 
mentioned “if you think that these details can be 
described in a textual form I think that that’s the 
case.” He liked the idea of “a more structured 
form for automatic processing and for efficient 
search”. In contrast to that expert seven stated: 
“I think that’s probably the strongest arguable 
part of what I’ve seen I mean it couldn’t be easy 
really for an application developer to take these 
ways to the marketplace I think that one has to 
be a very large step here.” He explained “it 
would be very easy for an application developer 
to take that product to market and I think from 
that point of view it makes it extremely efficient. 
However, “you wouldn’t have to actually be 
developer to get the actual application out there 
on the market place”.  

Conclusion: All experts differentiate between 
the blueprint, product and price model definition: 
While the definition of price model seem clear to 
the experts, some of them had doubt regarding 
the service description part.  
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Content 
Accessibility 

Ensuring that the 
content of the service 
can be navigated and 
read by everyone, 
regardless of location, 
experience, or the type 
of computer technology 
used. 

0 

With respect to content accessibility expert one 
stated: “regarding the accessibility I would say 
neutral, because I’m not really able to define that 
description. I really have to do this by my own”. 
Expert two requested recommendation features 
by saying the following: “I only saw that there is 
search functionality. I didn’t see that there are 
additional search functionalities or that there are 
recommendations or anything”. The 
considerations of expert three went beyond 
cloud services, for him “service could be 
everything. So I would imagine that the variety of 
different parameters by which you describe the 
service is very broad and to find one fitting 
scheme in which you can describe each service 
efficiently, I think that’s ambitious.” He further 
stated “if you target at electronics or digital 
services only, it might be easier. But even there 
you have a broad variety. If you target at all kind 
of services, real world services, logistic services 
for example then I think it’s even more 
complicated.” However, looking at the services 
we are currently focusing within the 4CaaSt 
project, he mentioned in terms of content 
accessibility “I would say yes”. Expert four 
commended “it’s integrated in the customer 
process which is extremely important to attract 
the customers and users.” While expert seven 
mentioned that there might be differences 
between technical and non-technical people: “I 
mean the accessibility of the content was 
certainly very good I mean it’s just simple drop 
down menus and simple text blocks. I don’t think 
there was any issue with any of that. [] The 
simpler the better and perhaps the amount of 
information in the marketplace could be slightly 
minimized so that a non-technical user could be 
perhaps as clear as possible to them”. 

Conclusion: Content accessibility of the 4CaaSt 
marketplace might be ok for technical users, but 
not for non-technical users. In addition to that 
improved search and recommendation features 
have been proposed.  
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Attractiveness Attractiveness of the 
4CaaSt marketplace for 
innovative software 
developers 

+ 

Expert one appreciated the attractiveness of the 
4CaaSt marketplace and stated “I know the 
Amazon Cloud Services, and I also know the 
Microsoft Cloud Services and you have to define 
before you deploy applications what resources 
you are require. It’s really an innovative idea of 
the 4CaaSt marketplace that you are able to 
define a blueprint and then the resources are 
sort automatically added.” However, expert two 
expressed his concerns: “It depend on how well 
you can realize the scheme (service description) 
of the area suggested or the idea you’re working 
on. [..] There are I would say considerable 
barriers.” He further explained: “from my 
perspective I would say that the crucial point is 
really the implementation and also to populate 
such a market place. To develop a strategy that 
you make it work.” Expert four highlighted, that 
there are two different user groups, focusing on 
two different processes: selling and buying 
services. While he found the process of selling 
services quite ok for software developers, he 
was not so sure about the attractiveness of 
buying services via the 4CaaSt marketplace. 
This separation was also confirmed by expert 
six, who added “if I’m a software developer I say 
I would like to try it after looking this video.” 
Expert seven also appreciated the attractiveness 
and stated: “This is certainly an attractive 
prospect and the 4CaaSt marketplace doesn’t 
have any rivals yet. Either because there’s 
nothing that does quite what this 4CaaSt 
marketplace does, so I think from that point of 
view is certainly seen as something that’s 
beyond the state of the art thing. [..] I think it 
would be seen as attractive in a certain prospect 
from application developers, certainly.” 

Conclusion: The attractiveness of the 4CaaSt 
marketplace is regarded quite high. However, 
the attractiveness of the marketplace mainly 
depends on the service description.  
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Learnability Learnability of the 
process to publish a 
product on the 4CaaSt 
marketplace, incl. Price 
model design, 
aggregation and 
simulation. 

+ 

In terms of learnability expert one mentioned “it’s 
really easy and after I saw the first configurations 
so entering the name, the description and so on 
it was no problem”. He explicitly highlighted the 
price model simulation as “really self-explained 
services for me so I got really really fast what I 
can configure or what I have to do.” Also expert 
two described the 4CaaSt marketplace as “quite 
easy and therefore a plus.” Expert three 
mentioned doubts, when it come to “real” 
services and “how to describe that”. Expert four 
especially liked the “kind of guided procedure” 
and said that “it seems that the platform and the 
usage is not complicated and it’s easy to use 
and so you have no entry barriers.” Expert five 
added: “I think the video explained that well. 
You’ve got sort of all components in one place”. 
Expert six underlined the option of “thinking of 
different pricing model and to try them” as part of 
the price model simulation. Expert seven 
stressed the “high level information and the 
things about a blueprint” as well as “the needs of 
an application, that that can be maybe quite 
complicated and require some further 
information for each field.” 

Conclusion: Learnability must be differentiated: 
While the learnability of the 4CaaSt marketplace 
was perceived quite ok, some experts explicitly 
highlighted the learnability of the price model 
definition & simulation. However, learnability of 
the service description has been discussed 
controversy.  

Satisfaction Positive attitude towards 
using the 4CaaSt 
marketplace / Price 
Model Simulator, vs. 
feeling uncomfortable 
towards using the 
4CaaSt marketplace / 
Price Model Simulator. 

+ 

All interviewed experts showed a positive 
attitude towards using the 4CaaSt marketplace, 
also some of them found the question a bit too 
generic. Expert one stated: “I would say I have a 
positive attitude of ++ so if you can really move 
something into that direction that would be really 
helpful and there’s /I see a potential in that.” 
Expert seven even said: “the marketplace is 
required for developers to easily, cheaply, 
quickly bring developments straight to market 
and get new feedback from a user base and 
thing.” 

Conclusion: Experts do have a positive attitude 
towards using the 4CaaSt marketplace, and see 
potential in that, - especially in terms of service 
development.  
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Navigability Navigation of the 
4CaaSt marketplace, 
when a service provider 
publishes a new service 
on the market. 

0  

Expert three commented: “It’s not easy 
especially for the target group you’re aiming at. 
For people, who do not regularly offer their 
services and their applications in such a 
marketplace, it might be difficult even if it’s 
obvious for you.” Expert six stated “I think it’s 
easy to navigate, but certain backgrounds 
information is needed to do that navigation. So I 
think you need to know what is a blueprint and 
what is inside, what you can define there what 
not so and so on.” Expert seven stressed, that 
there might be problems with the descriptions 
and terms: “I think as long as the system can 
manage to translate the high layer requirements 
to these sort of low level servers that are 
deployed applications running on, things are I 
think absolutely fine as far as navigation is 
concerned.” 

Conclusion: The experts agree that the 
navigation of the 4CaaSt Marketplace needs to 
be improved. 
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Content 
Perceivability 

Understandability of the 
4CaaSt marketplace 
and its value 
proposition. 

0 

The content perceivability of the 4CaaSt 
marketplace has been discussed quite 
controversy. Expert one commended: “… you 
can focus on developing your service and you 
don’t have to think about the resources or the 
programs of the background. So it’s really easy 
and easy to understand to publish such a service 
what I’ve created.” While expert two said “I 
would miss for example that I could expose 
myself as a service provider more. For example 
in terms of what is my current company doing, 
related information, contact information and 
everything. I didn’t saw see this a part of the 
blueprint or anything. So if there would be more 
functionality like this in the marketplace to 
expose myself and being better represented.” 
Expert three even rated the understandability of 
the 4CaaSt marketplace negative and 
recommend “I would say you’ll need another 
designer. So not simply this selection scheme 
but maybe something more graphical, visual sort 
of like that.” Expert four stressed the point of 
feedback for marketplace users; meaning 
service providers and consumers: “Feedback is 
from my point of view extremely important I 
mean you have millions of websites and 
hundreds or thousands of marketplaces [..] to 
have sufficient information in a very sharp 
manner to attract these customers”. In addition 
to this, expert seven stressed the point, that the 
4CaaSt marketplace should also facilitate 
marketing, since this “is obviously an important 
aspect. Not just really to be able to do these 
things but both to be able very easily to show the 
possibilities and its functionality.” 

Conclusion: Experts recommended improving 
the User Interface, as well as additional 
feedback and analysis mechanism. In addition to 
it, the marketplace could be extended towards 
marketing, - meaning helping service providers 
in terms of marketing.  

Table 7: Market Phase Evaluation   
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3.2.2.4. Overview on Results 

The experts agree that the 4CaaSt marketplace is an effective solution for service providers 
to publish and sell their services. However, they also all agreed that the navigation of the 
4CaaSt marketplace needs to be improved. While the experts have been quite satisfied with 
the features offered for service providers, they had doubts if service consumers are sufficient 
supported. Especially better feedback and analysis mechanisms were required as well as 
marketing support. Figure 1 below graphical summaries the results of the conducted 
investigation1.  

 

Figure 1: Overview of Marketplace Evaluation 

                                                

 

 

 

 

1
 Unfortunately, only four of the seven interviewed experts gave explicit ratings on our five point scale.  
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3.2.3. Contract Phase – Service contracting process  

3.2.3.1. Evaluation setup 

We conducted phone interviews with seven experts in cloud computing from academia and 
industry. The experts viewed a video explaining the functionalities and innovations of the 
4CaaSt marketplace for consumers, who intend to contract a service: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_8ogROXHaI  

Subsequently, the experts were asked a set of predefined questions pertaining to the 
innovations of the 4CaaSt marketplace as well as usabiltity aspects from the S-Cube Model. 
The WP8 Experimentation Guidelines document [1], section 6.4, further describes the 
innovations and lists the questions the experts were asked. 

The interviews were recorded and transcribed. From the written transcriptions, the answers 
to the questions, particularly pertaining to the experts’ personal opinions about the issues 
depicted, were extracted. Their answers are presented in the sections below, which describe 
Business Resolution and Service Selection, which is the one innovation of the 4CaaSt 
marketplace belonging to the service consumer side, as well as the evaluation according to 
the S-Cube criteria. 

Note: As the marketplace integration is independent from the deployed scenario the 
evaluation of the marketplace features is basically the same for all scenarios and therefore 
repeated in D8.1.5 and D8.3.5. Also the videos used for the evaluation are the same and are 
based on the records management application used by scenario 8.3. However, from the 
marketplace perspective, the handling of the Taxi and the Records Management applications 
is very similar so the evaluation results can be applied to both scenarios. 

3.2.3.2. Innovation: Business Resolution and Service Selection 
(BRSS) 

The experts think that BRSS “is clearly going to save a lot of maneuvers and searching of 
different applications”, as compared to the so far “time consuming process” of selecting the 
service that best fits the needs of service consumers. An example response is that 
“something that you know what would normally take days and weeks arguably and tons it 
into something that takes literally seconds so that I think is the main advantage there”. Also 
“customization and basically personalization is increased”. For small service providers, 
BRSS is thought of as an “opportunity […] because they can focus or innovate or can create 
innovative services which can be find by the potential customers”. 

One recommendation for future versions of the BRSS implementation is that it should “be 
able to sort of […] have that system kind of automated and find price changes and things and 
you can automatically change a provider”. Also, “there’s probably the quality of service that 
cannot be integrated at the moment”. Again, the experts believe that it is very difficult to 
capture and automatically handle the entire variety of different business requirements 
towards a service in a real-world scenario. Also, users with extremely high requirements may 
be disappointed, since providing the user with the BRSS interface may suggest that 
appropriate applications existed for any requirements the user entered. One expert said that 
“the limitation is again the quality, so due to the complexity that might occur, so in 
mainstream cases or the more mainstream your case is, the better it should work but also 
here for the long tail [high-quality automated support is difficult]”. One expert mentioned that 
it “is also very difficult to predict because [...] developments in innovative areas in reality 
depend on many things that are unknown per sake. There may be decision makers that you 
cannot influence and that you cannot observe”. 

The experts identified the challenges for a Business Resolution and Service Selection tool in 
an eMarketplace environment with a wide and continuously changing set of offering. Indeed, 
identifying and defining quality for each application and/or customer type is a very difficult 
process. However, the 4CaaSt approach makes significant steps to this direction. On the one 
hand the proposed approach follows a modular architectural design that allows for more 
advanced and effective algorithms and methodologies to be applied ad-hoc. To this direction, 
the resolution of a specific offer type could be extended to dynamically exploit specific 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_8ogROXHaI
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information for better customization and personalization of the business aspects. On the 
other hand, new releases of the BRSS in years 2 and 3 of the project will natively support 
social information and analytics to further automate and improve the quality of service 
resolution and selection to meet the quality expectations regardless of the application type or 
the complexity that might occur. 

3.2.3.3. Evaluation according to S-Cube  

All seven, conducted interviews have been recorded and have been transcribed afterwards. 
However, in the following section we present a summary of all seven interviews per S-Cube 
quality criteria in order to facilitate readability.  

Criterion Definition 
Overall evaluation 

--, -, 0, +, ++ 

Effectiveness Accuracy and 
completeness of the 
4CaaSt marketplace 
within the process of 
contracting a service a 
service consumer’s 
point of view. 

+ 

Expert one stated that for service consumers “the 
4CaaSt marketplace provides a better 
transparency regarding the services”.  

While expert six highlighted: “It`s an effective, 
guided procedure that helps the user to find the 
right application.” However, he added: “It depends 
always on the algorism and the quality of the 
matching algorism between demand and supply.” 

Expert seven stated the 4CaaSt marketplace 
helps: “the users being able to purchase what he 
needs basically.” 

Conclusion: The perception of the effectiveness 
of the 4CaaSt marketplace was positive. 

Efficiency of 
use 

Effort and means put 
into the process of 
contracting a service on 
the 4CaaSt 
marketplace from a 
service consumer’s 
point of view. 

 

+ 

Expert one believes “the 4CaaSt marketplace is an 
open marketplace so the good thing is that I’m 
able to identify all the services that are provided by 
independent service providers.” 

The third expert expressed his mind as follows: 
“The only question that might occur is do people 
really understand what a certain price model 
actually means and that might make them 
hesitate.” 

Expert six mentioned: “The video looks very 
efficient and fast. I think for the real efficiency test I 
think you should give the handle to the users.”  

And expert seven added: “making sure that’s a 
usable, available and explanatory so that the user 
don`t get lost.” 

Conclusion: In general the efficiency of use has a 
positive rating although doubts are expressed 
about the opinion of real users. 

Attractiveness Attractiveness of the 
4CaaSt marketplace to 
buy services of arbitrary 
type and complexity in 
a uniform way. 

++ 

Expert one described the 4CaaSt marketplace as 
“something like an intermediary and I would trust 
this marketplace, if this marketplace handles all 
the different contracting activities and so on for 
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Criterion Definition 
Overall evaluation 

--, -, 0, +, ++ 

me.”  

The second expert highlighted “searching, finding, 
and searching again so to speak until I have the 
right ones” as a big plus for the 4Caast 
marketplace. 

While expert seven added:  “It`s clear user issues 
that are being resolved by the marketplace.” 

Conclusion: The 4CaaSt marketplace is attractive 
since it helps users search and find composed 
services while hiding the contracting complexity 
beneath. 

Learnability Learnability of the 
process to find and 
contract a product on 
the 4CaaSt 
marketplace from a 
service consumer’s 
point of view. 

+ 

The first expert criticised the learnability as follows: 
“The usability of this marketplace and the guided 
procedure to find or to search the service is not so 
good because is more or less focusing on the 
service provider perspective.” 

While expert three stated: “You see it with eBay, - 
we can buy all kinds of products on eBay. You only 
have to learn it and once you know how it works, 
… I would expect the same works for services.” 

In contrast to expert one, expert six said: “It seems 
that it’s self-explaining and therefore you don’t 
have entry barriers.” 

Also the last respondent referred to the solution as 
learnable by stating: “Certainly seem these is 
enough learnable.” 

Conclusion: in general, learnability is considered 
positive. However some concerns are raised about 
learnability for end users. 

Satisfaction Positive attitude 
towards using the 
4CaaSt marketplace by 
service consumers vs. 
uncomfortableness 
towards using the 
4CaaSt marketplace. 

0 

The first respondent does have a positive attitude 
towards using the 4CaaSt marketplace and said  
“for me it is really easy [..] because the contract is 
via the 4CaaSt marketplace and not directly 
between the consumer and the service provider.” 

The second expert discussed the question more 
controversy: “Generaly I have a positive attitude, 
because it helps me. On the other hand I might be 
a bit sceptical because I do not, I might not really 
understand what it means what I see there. So I  
might see some simulations and some data but 
what does that mean for my personal situation?”  

Expert four has been quite explicit by stating: “I 
didn’t really feel that I would try this.”  

In line with expert three, expert seven added: 
“Maybe you have to see and experience this 
services in reality.” 

Conclusion: there is no of agreement on this 
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Criterion Definition 
Overall evaluation 

--, -, 0, +, ++ 

issue maybe due to lack of clarity on how to use 
the marketplace. The intermediary role between 
consumers and service providers is regarded as a 
plus. 

Navigability Navigation of the 
4CaaSt marketplace, 
while a service 
consumer searches the 
the marketplace and 
wants to contract a 
certain service on the 
market. 

0 

Even so experts one to three gave neutral or 
negative feedback on the navigation, expert six 
stated: “from what I saw in the video, it’s easy to 
find the right products, it’s easy to navigate 
through the website and it’s easy to match demand 
and supply.”  

Expert seven answered: “I mean the idea that 
users don’t have to search through things and 
scroll various pages and then read them trying to 
compare different providers, … where here it’s 
completely automated! You could choose from a 
simple list, so I think that was very very good. 
There was the right feedback there from the 
system. What the user gets here is a list of 
possible providers, here’s what they do, here’s 
what it will cost, yeah.” 

Conclusion: navigability of the 4CaaSt 
marketplace should be improved to enhance user 
experience. 

Content 
perceivability 

Understandability of the 
4CaaSt marketplace 
and its value 
proposition. 

0 

Regarding content perceivability expert two 
mentioned: “I would expect some more guided 
possibilities like for example better search or 
different other paradigms, recommendations and 
everything.” 

While expert seven encouraged the 4CaaSt team 
by stating: “I think it would benefit by sort of better 
the explanations” and recommending to be explicit 
on “what the 4CaaSt marketplace can do and to 
definite the benefits.” 

Conclusion: additional help should be provided to  
the 4CaaSt marketplace users in terms of search 
capabilities, recommendations, etc. 

Table 8: Contract Phase evaluation 
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3.2.3.4. Overview on Results 

The experts agree that the 4CaaSt marketplace is an effective and attractive solution for 
service consumers to search, find and contract a specific service. They all believe, that the 
solution is learnable, but do not exactly perceive the 4CaaSt marketplace as intuitive. 
Especially navigation and content perceivability have been discussed quite controversy. 
Figure 2 below graphical summaries the results of the conducted investigation2.  

 

Figure 2: Overview of Contract Phase Evaluation 

3.2.4. Deploy Phase – Deployment /provisioning and operation 
of services 

3.2.4.1. Evaluation setup 

The evaluation is based on experiences deployment/provisioning of the initial Taxi 
application into the current 4CaaSt platform. The initial deployment was created manually 

                                                

 

 

 

 
2
 Unfortunately, only four of the seven interviewed experts gave explicit ratings on our five point scale.  
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(with a specific Chef script and OVF++), while the deployment process itself was based on 
4CaaSt infrastructures (REC Manager, Claudia, Deployment manager etc.) as not all the 
services were available as blueprints and not all the components (PICs and services)  
implemented the 4CaaSt enabler interfaces (especially the Chef script). In addition this 
version of the Taxi application was based on Tomcat as application server and did not use 
any database. Optimizing the operation of the Taxi application is not the focus and will not be 
evaluated by this scenario. 

Evaluation criteria and questionnaire 

One cross criteria to be considered during evaluation is the complexity of solution. This 
complexity differs for the three use cases and the respective deployment landscapes 
required to fulfil the characteristics for the solution. The overall evaluation will be used to 
assess the fulfilment of use cases for a solution providers and efficiency of the approach for 
a platform provider. Answers to questions and further evaluations will be used to provide 
information in order to improve automated deployment/provisioning and elastic scale. 

The initial evaluation will focus on: provisioning times, the required efforts and benefits for 
enablement and automation.  

3.2.4.2. Deployment /provisioning of services 

Results of questionnaire / experiences 

The application was finally deployed using Tomcat server, because it was not possible to 
have working chef scripts for other servers, as JOnAS. Beyond that, no more changes were 
done in the application. 

Regarding the infrastructure, the biggest Flexiscale image was required for the IaaS, and the 
JVM memory resources increased, as detailed below. 

A number of issues have been found while preparing the deployment of the application: 

 Chef scripts for the deployment of an application are based on a complete application 
deployment, and an important manual effort is required. 

 The deployment process reliability needs improvement. It did not work in some 
occasions: 

 Sometimes problems with the timing – long running deployment steps 

 Taxi application quite resource hungry due to  

 Orchestra engine on top of Tomcat server 

 Deployment of processes (deployed as 253 separate packages) is very 
slow when deployed on Ochestra   

 It was required to increase the Java heap size  for Tomcat  with the 
following arguments:  

JAVA_OPTS="-Djava.awt.headless=true -Dfile.encoding=UTF-8 -server -Xms1536m 

-Xmx1536m -XX:NewSize=256m -XX:MaxNewSize=256m -XX:PermSize=256m -

XX:MaxPermSize=256m -XX:+DisableExplicitGC" 

Overview on results 

                                                

 

 

 

 
3
 https://svn.forge.morfeo-project.org/4caast/trunk/WP7/TaxiScenario/BusinessProcesses/ 

https://svn.forge.morfeo-project.org/4caast/trunk/WP7/TaxiScenario/BusinessProcesses/
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Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++, +++ 

Functionality -
Suitability 

Provide an appropriate 
set of functions for 
specified tasks and 
user objectives 

 

Applicability of the 4CaaSt approach of 
automated deployment. 

+ 

Automated deployment is a requested feature 
and partially working well with the manually 
created scripts. However efforts for enablement 
of the deployment with handcrafted Chef scripts 
is very high and expected to lower with 
automations on PIC level.   

Applicability of the 4CaaSt approach of 
elastic scale. 

Elasticity is not evaluated in this scenario.  

Applicability of the 4CaaSt approach elastic 
scale with automated re-deployment. 

Elasticity is not evaluated in this scenario.  

Efficiency - 
Time behavior 

Provide appropriate 
response and  
processing times and 
throughput rates when 
performing the function, 
under stated conditions: 
Provisioning time 

Acceptability of the provisioning time. 

Not measured, but provisioning times are 
generally good compared to manual 
provisioning.  

However the provisioning times for the 
processes are quite slow. This is due to the fact 
that this deployment is sequential (process on 
top of BPM engine; BPM engine on top of 
Tomcat)  

Deployment of processes is very slow due to 
the high number of them. 

Efficiency - 
Time behavior 

Provide appropriate 
response and  
processing times and 
throughput rates when 
performing the function, 
under stated conditions: 
Average Response 
time  

Acceptability of the average response time. 

0 

The response time was as good as for a non-
cloud based deployment on similar resources. 

Portability- 
Replaceability 

Be used in place of 
another specified 
software product for the 
same purpose in the 
same environment: 

Deployment design 

Variability of the deployment. 

It did not work for deployment options. Only one 
variant was deployed. Decoupled chef scripts 
would improve the number of variants. 

Reliability -  
Fault tolerance 

Maintain a specified 
level of performance in 
cases of software faults 
or of infringement of 
specified interfaces. 
Scale (Redeployment) 

Business continuity lowering acceptability. 

Not evaluated  
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Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++, +++ 

Efficiency - 
Resource 
utilisation 

Use appropriate 
amounts and types of 
resources when the 
software performs its 
function under stated 
conditions: Elastic scale 

Resource management efficiency of the 
elasticity mechanism. 

Not evaluated, as automated scalability is not 
available yet. However the application is quite 
resource hungry: The deployment of especially 
the BPM processes requires the maximal 
Flexiant VM to work, while the deployment 
times are rather high (~5-10 min) per 
deployment. Nevertheless, the resource 
consumption and scalability features will be 
demonstrated in scenario 8.3, due to the 
complex architecture of the taxi application. 

Functionality -
Suitability 

Provide an appropriate 
set of functions for 
specified tasks and 
user objectives: 
Provisioning 
automation 

Benefits and savings of deployment and 
provisioning automation. 

-- 

Due to the amount of manual work required to 
deploy an application, it is not worthwhile. 
However, if higher levels of automation are 
achieved, and the Chef scripts are decoupled 
among PICs and independent of the 
application, the benefit would be high.  

Table 9: Deployment/provisions/operation phase evaluation 

3.2.4.3. Monitoring set-up 

Results of questionnaire / experiences 

JASMINe Probe, the monitoring source for collecting Java/JMX information has been 
installed and configured on the testbed. This is an enhanced version of JASMINe probe with 
a new outer interface defined for the 4CaaSt pub/sub component.  

Probes have been configured to get information from Tomcat and Orchestra. 

Overview on results 

After deployment of RECs/PICs/Applications (including JASMINe probe set up and probes 
configuration), while the Taxi application was running, some monitoring information about 
PICs went from monitoring sources (probes) through the publish/subscribe service and then 
was displayed in the mashup console. 
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Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++ 

Functionality -
Suitability 

Provide an 
appropriate set of 
functions for 
specified tasks and 
user objectives 

 

Applicability of the 4CaaSt approach of 
automated deployment. 

+  

Not actually evaluated, but in the next 
version, probes configuration and 
deployment will come with PIC and AC 
cookbooks, so will be automatically taken in 
charge in the deployment phase. 

Applicability of the 4CaaSt approach of 
elastic scale.  

Not evaluated 

Applicability of the 4CaaSt approach 
elastic scale with automated re-
deployment. 

Not evaluated in this release. 

Efficiency - Time 
behavior 

Provide appropriate 
response and  
processing times 
and throughput rates 
when performing the 
function, under 
stated conditions: 
Provisioning time 

Acceptability of the provisioning time. 

Not evaluated in this release. 

Efficiency - Time 
behavior 

Provide appropriate 
response and  
processing times 
and throughput rates 
when performing the 
function, under 
stated conditions: 
Average Response 
time 

Acceptability of the average response 
time. 

Not evaluated in this release. 

Portability- 
Replaceability 

Be used in place of 
another specified 
software product for 
the same purpose in 
the same 
environment: 

Deployment design 

Variability of the deployment 

+ 

With the same deployment paradigm, 
different monitoring frameworks can be used 
(Monitoring sources in WP5 terminology), 
e.g. JASMINe Probe or Collectd. 

Reliability -  
Fault tolerance 

Maintain a specified 
level of performance 
in cases of software 
faults or of 
infringement of 
specified interfaces. 
Scale 
(Redeployment) 

Business continuity lowering 
acceptability. 

Not evaluated in this release. 
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Criterion Definition Overall evaluation 
--, -, 0, +, ++ 

Efficiency - 
Resource utilisation 

Use appropriate 
amounts and types 
of resources when 
the software 
performs its function 
under stated 
conditions: Elastic 
scale 

Resource management efficiency of the 
elasticity mechanism. 

Not evaluated in this release. 

Functionality -
Suitability 

Provide an 
appropriate set of 
functions for 
specified tasks and 
user objectives: 
Provisioning 
automation  

Benefits and savings of deployment and 
provisioning automation. 

Will be evaluated at the next release, when 
probes definition and configuration is 
achieved at each appropriate level (kpi in 
blueprints, PIC and AC cookbooks) and 
deployment will automatically include the 
probes. 

Table 10: Monitoring set-up evaluation 
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4. Evaluation summary 

This section summarizes the main evaluation results for each business goal (BG) addressed 
by this scenario with respect to three common questions. 

4.1. BG#WP2.BLUEPRINT.001: Abstract application 
design 

Business Goal description 

 A formalism shall be provided for specifying application software architecture and 
dependencies toward other components and technology enablers.  The system shall enable 
the software providers to design applications describing the resources (components and 
technology enablers) they need to deploy in an abstract way, providing the functional and 
non-functional constraints. This way, the software providers will be able to support an 
abstract application design that: 

• allows to offer software “service” in a generic way and  

• “use” software “service” from other providers.  

This mechanism should be supported by a composition tooling that will help and drive the 
developer through the process specifying all the variants that make sense for a given 
application. 

How well do the currently available 4CaaSt platform capabilities fulfil this BG? 

All the components belonging to this scenario as well as the Taxi Application itself have been 
properly described using blueprints. Evaluation results show that the blueprint model is well 
understood and documented. However, additional tools like a blueprint editor are missing. 

What evolutions of 4CaaSt are needed to accurately and completely fulfil this 
BG? 

Extensions to the blueprint model are required to deal with metering and monitoring 
information. 

What evolutions of the scenario are needed in order to better support 4CaaSt 
evaluation? 

Blueprints for additional components, notably network enablers like SMS, have to be defined 
for the next release of the 4CaaSt prototype. 

4.2. BG#WP2.BLUEPRINT.002: Application Lifecycle 
Management 

Business Goal description 

Platform shall provide full automation of application deployment, configuration, monitoring, 
healing, optimization using formalization data provided by the software. 

The system shall help the software provider in the management of the lifecycle of their 
applications. Basically, the software provider would concentrate only on the development 
phase, while the deployment, taking into account the service providers’ and the customers’ 
preferences and policies would be handled by the system itself. This includes deciding which 
concrete services and resources to use for an application both from the functional and non-
functional points of view, and both from the technical and the business point of view. 

How well do the currently available 4CaaSt platform capabilities fulfil this BG? 

As described in [3], no fully automated technical resolution was available in the first release 
of the 4CaaSt prototype. Instead, during the contracting of the application, the requirements 
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of the Taxi application blueprint have been manually substituted by offerings coming from 
other blueprints stored in the blueprint repository following the defined algorithms.   

What evolutions of 4CaaSt are needed to accurately and completely fulfil this 
BG? 

A fully automated technical resolution process supporting all required parameters must be 
provided. 

What evolutions of the scenario are needed in order to better support 4CaaSt 
evaluation? 

Scenario 8.1 is already quite challenging in terms of technical resolution since the Taxi 
Application is a complex application involving several integrated components. However, 
integrating more components and services in the scenario, as it is already planned,  would 
make the technical resolution even more challenging. 

4.3. BG#WP3.MARKETPLACE.001: One Stop Shop 

Business Goal description 

4CaaSt platform shall support the trading of any kind of Cloud Service (SaaS,PaaS,IaaS) in 
a unified way through the abstract description of the applications. This unified marketplace 
would handle different type of usage models for different types of roles: 

• A service provider may sell a running service to be used as SaaS in a multi-user way. 

• A software provider may sell an application to be deployed over concrete resources 
after customer contract. 

• A customer may contract the access to an application or the deployment of an 
application for own usage. 

• Etc. 

All the resources of the application, together with the own application, may be provided by 
different software/service providers and the generated incomes would be distributed among 
them according to the specified policies. 

How well do the currently available 4CaaSt platform capabilities fulfil this BG? 

Both the Taxi Application and all the components it requires have been published in the 
4CaaSt Marketplace without significant effort. This publication emcompasses the assignment 
of a price model to each component and the application itself. Once a service provider has 
published his product in the marketplace, it can be searched and contracted by customers. 
According to the experts that have evaluated the marketplace, all these operations can be 
effectively done. 

What evolutions of 4CaaSt are needed to accurately and completely fulfil this 
BG? 

The navigability and intuitiveness of the 4CaaSt Marketplace user interface should be 
improved although user experience is out of the scope of the project. Additional features 
have also been identified such as enhanced search, analysis mechanisms, social 
enhancements, simulations and recommendations. 

What evolutions of the scenario are needed in order to better support 4CaaSt 
evaluation? 

The scenario should be extended to deal with additional features like charging, settlement 
and simulations. 

4.4. BG#WP3.MARKETPLACE.002  Business 
customization 

Business Goal description 
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Customers shall be able to configure how the applications they have contracted are going to 
be deployed or provisioned. Customers will define several non-functional business related 
options that will be used to decide which of the possible solutions to deploy fulfils better their 
preferences. 

How well do the currently available 4CaaSt platform capabilities fulfil this BG? 

The BRSS capabilities of the 4CaaSt marketplace allow customers to easily find the offering 
that best suits their requirements. This feature has been evaluated as very useful by the 
experts who reviewed the videos since it will save much time and foster customization and 
personalization. 

What evolutions of 4CaaSt are needed to accurately and completely fulfil this 
BG? 

Additional information, in particular related to quality of service, social information, 
marketplace analytics and user profile, should be taken into account in the BRSS process to 
get more accurate results. Customers should be able to specify additional parameters when 
contracting a product. 

What evolutions of the scenario are needed in order to better support 4CaaSt 
evaluation? 

The scenario should adequately incorporate new parameters in the user request so as to be 
able to demonstrate advanced resolution capabilities. 

4.5. BG#WP4.DEPLOY.001: Automated Provisioning 
and Operation for Heterogeneous Components 

Business Goal description  

Application component and its required services and resources shall be able to choose 
among different platforms to be deployed to and be operated automatically.  

Based on this selection 4CaaSt will be able to automatically generate suitable deployment 
designs and automatically provision the corresponding resources. Resource provisioning will 
include selection of the most appropriate deployment designs considering resource, QoS as 
well as scalability requirements, the automated technical construction and configuration of 
virtual machines and their final deployment. 

How well do the currently available 4CaaSt platform capabilities fulfil this BG? 

For the deployment and operation of applications and services, the current fulfillment of this 
BG by the platform involves the automated deployment of applications, with sufficient 
reliability. The deployment of applications with interchangeable components (PICs) still 
required manual activities. Moreover, while the deployment is possible, the configuration of 
applications has not been automated to support the complexity of this application. 

On the other hand, since the Taxi application is stateful, elasticity has not been tackled. 
Nevertheless, some support to initial sizing of the resources is missing, and therefore, the 
process was a trial and error one. 

What evolutions of 4CaaSt are needed to accurately and completely fulfil this 
BG? 

It is required to automate the process of transforming the abstract logical description of the 
application in the Abstract Resolved Blueprint into executable deployments based on the 
4CaaSt OVF++ extension without having to manually adapt the OVF.  

It is also required to configure the sizing and architecture of the initial deployment according 
to the customer required performance and foreseen workload. 

Finally, it is required to support the automation of ACs configuration, mainly considering 
when the configuration of the ACs depends on the blueprint resolution or the actual 
deployment process. 
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What evolutions of the scenario are needed in order to better support 4CaaSt 
evaluation? 

As for the runtime management, the Taxi application is statefull and with a complex, not 
layered architecture. That makes difficult to apply automatic generic elasticity mechanisms 
and it is not possible to evaluate that feature (which is covered by scenario 8.3).  

This complexity of the application architecture is also evident in the required software stack. 
The Taxi application requires Orchestra, which is a PIC that needs to be deployed on 
another PIC (JOnAS/Tomcat). This kind of dependencies can be handled by the REC 
Manager, but increase the complexity as well as deployment execution time drastically. So it 
would be better to already define combined PIC blueprints (Orchestra-on-Tomcat) instead of 
having separate blueprints 

The complexity of the application makes also difficult to handle the automatic configuration of 
the application. 

The application prototype should have a simplified architecture that enables the configuration 
of the application based on standard PIC Chef Scripts (e.g. handling JOnAS configuration 
files), and not on specific AC particularities. This way, the deployment could be fully 
automated. 

4.6. BG#WP5.MON.001: Integrated Accounting of 
services 

Business Goal description 

The system shall provide accounting for custom and built-in counters involving usage of the 
platform. This will allow for example detailed rating and bills to be generated.  

Different types of accounting capabilities can be provided so that developers and providers 
can make use of them and define their price models accordingly. 

How well do the currently available 4CaaSt platform capabilities fulfil this BG? 

Only basic monitoring, but not actual accounting, is supported by 4CaaSt first release. 

What evolutions of 4CaaSt are needed to accurately and completely fulfil this 
BG? 

4CaaSt should provide accounting capabilities for all integrated services. It must also allow 
the definition of appropriate metering information so these services can be rated and 
charged. 

What evolutions of the scenario are needed in order to better support 4CaaSt 
evaluation? 

The Taxi Application and all its components must provide monitoring information according to 
the process defined by 4CaaSt. 

4.7. BG#WP6.SM.001: Integration of native services 

Business Goal description  

The software providers shall have the possibility of using external existing services and APIs 
in an easy way. A representative portfolio of services is needed, together with the 
mechanisms to easily integrate them in the applications. Software provider shall not have to 
manage those services nor their lifecycle. 

How well do the currently available 4CaaSt platform capabilities fulfil this BG? 

4CaaSt first release provides CaaS location services which can be easily integrated in any 
application. In order to integrate native technologies into the 4CaaSt platform, they can be 
published in the marketplace by creating the corresponding blueprints and proper pricing 
models. 
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What evolutions of 4CaaSt are needed to accurately and completely fulfil this 
BG? 

Ideally 4CaaSt should support a wide range of native services. For the Taxi Application 
scenario the integration of SMS messages is planned. Besides, all integrated services should 
provide monitoring information so their usage can be charged for. 

What evolutions of the scenario are needed in order to better support 4CaaSt 
evaluation? 

The Taxi Application should integrate additional native services, at least SMS is planned, and 
provide corresponding monitoring information to 4CaaSt. 

4.8. BG#WP7.SM.001: Cloud aware software platforms 

Business Goal description  

The system shall provide a set of well-known platform technologies available for use by 
software providers using basic configuration. Therefore, software providers will not have to 
worry about the management of those technologies (installation, deployment of components 
or packages, configuration, etc.). Moreover, the software providers shall benefit from scaling 
and multi-tenancy features of those platforms. 

4CaaSt platform shall provide facilities to integrate application servers, orchestration 
engines, relational databases and integration technologies like ESBs. 

How well do the currently available 4CaaSt platform capabilities fulfil this BG? 

4CaaSt first release integrates several immigrant technologies which can be easily used by 
any application. In this release, the integration of JOnAS and Orchestra has been achieved. 
In order to integrate immigrant technologies into the 4CaaSt platform, they can be published 
in the marketplace by creating the corresponding blueprints and proper pricing models. In 
addition, initial versions of monitoring probes for JOnAS and Orchestra have been integrated. 

What evolutions of 4CaaSt are needed to accurately and completely fulfil this 
BG? 

Additional immigrant technologies should be integrated. At least an ESB (Apache 
ServiceMix) and a database (PostgreSQL) should be integrated in the next release of the 
4CaaSt prototype. Besides, all integrated services should provide monitoring information so 
their usage can be charged for. 

What evolutions of the scenario are needed in order to better support 4CaaSt 
evaluation? 

For the purposes of this scenario, an ESB (Apache ServiceMix) and a database 
(PostgreSQL) should be part of the new Taxi Application prototype release. Besides, these 
services should provide monitoring information to 4CaaSt. In order to evaluate features 
related to the Run phase, quantitave experimentation dealing with e.g. load testing have to 
be conducted. 

. 
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5. Conclusions 

The evaluation results corresponding to the first release of the 4CaaSt scenario 8.1 [2] have 
been described in this document. Based on these results, a set of improvements to the 
4CaaSt platform have been identified and will be addressed in next releases of the 4CaaSt 
platform. The most relevant conclusions reached can be summarised as follows: 

 Blueprinting allows easily describing products and services although some improvements 
are required to deal with, for example, metering and monitoring information. However, a 
specialised blueprint editor would be very useful to facilitate the creation of new 
blueprints. Besides, fully automated resolution should be implemented. 

 The 4CaaSt marketplace provides appropriate mechanisms to trade digital services. 
Some of its features are highly appreciated, while concerns are raised regarding its user 
interface’s navigability and additional requirements are identified. New releases of the 
4CaaSt marketplace will be enhanced with capabilities like support for charging and 
settlement, price model simulations, recommendations and social information 
management. 

 Integration of native and immigrant technologies can be easily achieved by means of 
blueprinting and cookbook scripts. New components will be included in the 4CaaSt 
prototype such as Network Enablers as a Service (SMS), an ESB (Apache ServiceMix) 
and a database (PostgreSQL). 

 Automatic deployment is partially achieved, but some improvements are still needed to 
fully automate the process and improve its reliability. Next release of the prototype will 
feature fully automated deployment as well as configuration of the sizing and architecture 
of the deployment according to customer requirements. 

 Some monitoring probes were implemented and tested but they are not still fully 
integrated in the 4CaaSt platform. In the next release of the 4CaaSt prototype all 
integrated components and services will have monitoring and accounting capabilities so 
their usage can be charged for according to the price models defined. 

Future work related to scenario 8.1 should then encompass the following activities: 

 Update the scenario 8.1 description [1] to cover the improvements identified in this 
document. 

 Implement the corresponding changes in the scenario prototype. 

 Integrate the scenario prototype with the new release of the 4CaaSt platform. 

 Conduct a new evaluation round of the scenario including quantitative results and 
covering all phases of the 4CaaSt lifecycle. 
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